Push Bar
Part Number 30-50-0305
Fits AM-12 and AM-16

Contents
2 piece push bar with textured rubber handle
U bracket
9/16 Bolt
9/16 Nut
9/16 Flat washer

Tools needed: 14mm end of wrench provided with AM-12 and AM-16 AmTryke

The purpose of the push bar is to provide the parent or therapist assistance in moving the child forward while the child is building strength and coordination to power the tryke by themselves. The push bar eliminates the need to bend over and allows control by the caregiver.

Note: The push bar is not meant to provide leverage for raising or lifting the AmTryke® therapeutic tricycle. If used in a manner other than specified above, National AMBUCS™, Inc. and AmTryke®, LLC are not responsible for breakage, damage, or injury.

Installation Instructions

1) Remove nut, washer and slide bolt from U-bracket.

2) Carefully push U-bracket onto horizontal bar of rear deck that holds rear wheels. Slide U-bracket next to the vertical mainframe bar. Connector tube should face toward the rear of the tryke.

3) Replace bolt into U-bracket, making sure to match up the square part of bolt head with square hole. Slide on washer. Screw on nut and tighten.

NOTE: BEFORE PLACING A CHILD ON THE AM SERIES AFTER INSTALLING THE PUSH BAR CHECK THAT ALL SCREWS AND NUTS ARE TIGHT.